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Abstract

This thesis is an inquiry into how humans use their imperfect perception, limited
attention and action under uncertainty to successfully conduct time-critical tasks.
This is done in four studies. The experimental task in the first two studies is driving
a car behind another while being visually distracted. The third study presents a
new method for analyzing eye-movement signals recorded in challenging recording
environments. The method is applied in the fourth study to examine drivers’ gaze
strategies and potential underlying cognitive mechanisms when they steer a curve.

Using a driving simulator and an experimental manipulation where the driver’s
view is intermittently restricted, Study I finds strong experimental evidence that
drivers increase their headway to the leading vehicle in response to distraction.
This is in line with the previously hypothesized Task-Difficulty Homeostasis mech-
anism from traffic psychology and with car following models incorporating it. The
results are able to differentiate between two proposed quantitative forms of how
distraction and headway are related and are used to estimate parameterization for
the relationship. Study I further finds indication of another relationship where
attention allocation is related to transient changes in the headway, which is also
in line with the Task-Difficulty Homeostasis but not included in current formally
specified car following models.

Study II replicates the results of Study I using both immersive virtual reality
simulator and a real car, and presents a computational model of putative cognitive
processes that underlie the observed relationships between headway and attention.
The model is based on an assumption that humans have an internal representa-
tion of the environment that is maintained by integrating predictions about what
should happen with noisy and indirect sensory observations in a Bayes-optimal
manner. Based on the internal representation the model can simulate driving
without visual input, and an attention allocation mechanism based on control-
ling uncertainty of what action to take is proposed to explain when more input
is needed. Simulations of the experimental task using the model replicates the
empirically observed connections between headway and attention.

Study III develops a new signal processing method for analyzing eye-movement
recordings. The eye-movement signal is approximated as a piecewise-linear func-
tion that is estimated using a newly developed fast approximation of segmented
linear regression. The simultaneously denoised and segmented signal is further
classified to oculomotor events – saccades, fixations, smooth pursuits and post-
saccadic oscillations – using a hidden Markov model formulation. The method
attains state-of-the-art performance in both gaze signal denoising and oculomotor
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event classification.
Study IV examines where, when and how drivers place their gaze when steering

through curves. The results are in line with previous results that drivers seem to
track the road surface with their gaze. The study also includes a manipulation
where the road is displayed only using sparsely but regularly placed points. The
participants steer the course successfully with the reduced display and also look
at locations where points would be expected, but are not displayed. This result
is difficult to explain with current models of steering and eye-movement behavior,
and suggests that drivers likely employ an internal representation to conduct the
steering task.

The results and the proposed modeling approach are discussed in relation to
theoretical questions regarding internal representations in control of action, at-
tention allocation based on uncertainty and formalization of traffic psychological
theories. Some future directions for generalizing the modeling approach to tasks
with more complex control and attention allocation processes are outlined.
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Tiivistelmä

Tässä väitöskirjassa tutkitaan, miten ihmiset käyttävät epätäydellisiä havainto-
järjestelmiään, rajattua tarkkaavaisuuttaan ja epävarmuuden tilassa toimimista
suoriutuakseen aikakriittisistä tehtävistä. Tämä tehdään neljässä osatutkimukses-
sa. Kahden ensimmäisen osatutkimuksen kokeellinen asetelma on ajaminen toisen
auton perässä visuaalisen häirinnän alaisena. Kolmas osatutkimus esittelee uu-
den silmänliikesignaalien analyysimenetelmän, joka soveltuu etenkin haastavissa
tilanteissa mitattuihin signaaleihin. Menetelmää käytetään neljännessä osatutki-
muksessa, jossa selvitetään kuljettajien kaarreajossa käyttämiä katsestrategioita
ja taustalla olevia kognitiivisia mekanismeja.

Osatutkimuksessa I tutkitaan ajosimulaatorissa kuljettajan näkymä ajoittain
peittämällä, miten kuljettajat muuttavat ajokäyttäytymistään, kun näköyhteyttä
liikennetilanteeseen häiritään. Tutkimuksessa löydetään vahvaa kokeellista näyt-
töä sille, että visuaalinen häirintä saa kuljettajat systemaattisesti kasvattamaan
turvaväliään. Löydös on yhteensopiva liikennepsykologian teorioissa esitetyn niin-
kutsutun Tehtävän vaikeus -homeostaasimekanismin (Task-Difficulty Homeosta-
sis) ja sitä hyödyntävien ajoneuvonseuraamismallien kanssa. Tulosten avulla ver-
taillaan kahta kirjallisuudessa esitettyä matemaattista muotoilua turvavälin ja häi-
riön yhteydelle ja tälle yhteydelle esitetään kvantitatiivinen parametrisointi. Osa-
tutkimuksessa I löydetään myös viitteitä toisenlaisesta turvavälin ja häiriön yh-
teydestä, jossa ajotehtävälle annetun huomion määrä vaihtelee turvavälin hetkel-
lisen vaihtelun myötä. Tämä yhteys on niinikään yhteensopiva Tehtävän vaikeus
-homeostaasimekanismin kanssa, mutta sitä ei ole sisällytetty nykyisiin ajoneuvon-
seurantamalleihin.

Osatutkimus II toisintaa edellisen osatutkimuksen löydökset sekä immersiivi-
sessä virtuaalitodellisuussimulaattorissa, että oikealla autolla, ja esittelee lasken-
nallisen mallin kognitiivisista mekanismeista, joiden käytöstä turvavälin ja huo-
mionjakamisen havaitut yhteydet voisivat johtua. Malli perustuu oletukseen, että
ihmiset muodostavat ympäristöstään mielensisäisen esityksen, jota ylläpidetään
yhdistämällä ennusteita tulevaisuuden tapahtumista kohinaisiksi tiedettyihin ha-
vaintoihin Bayesin teoreeman mukaan. Mielensisäisen esityksen avulla malli pys-
tyy simuloimaan, miten ajaminen tapahtuu ilman visuaalista syötettä, ja mallis-
sa esitellään tarkkaavaisuudenjakomekanismi, jossa syötteen tarve selittyy epävar-
muuden tasosta siinä, mikä toiminto pitäisi suorittaa. Malli toisintaa simuloidussa
tehtäväsuorituksessa kokeissa havaitut yhteydet turvavälin ja tarkkaavaisuuden
jakamisen välillä.

Osatutkimuksessa III kehitetään uusi signaalinkäsittelymenetelmä silmänliik-
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keiden analysointiin. Menetelmässä silmänliikesignaali approksimoidaan paloittain
lineaarisena funktiona. Funktio sovitetaan havaintoihin uudella nopealla paloit-
taisen lineaarisen regression approksimointimenetelmällä. Menetelmällä kohinavai-
mennettu ja osioitu signaali luokitellaan erilaisiin silmänliikkeisiin – sakkadeihin,
fiksaatioihin, seurantaliikkeisiin (smooth pursuit) ja sakkadin jälkeisiin oskillaa-
tioihin – käyttämällä Markovin piilomallia. Menetelmän suorituskyky on kilpai-
lukykyinen viimeisimpien menetelmien kanssa sekä kohinanvaimennuksessa, että
silmänliikkeiden luokittelussa.

Osatutkimuksessa IV tutkitaan mihin, milloin ja miten kuljettajat asettelevat
katseensa kaarreajossa. Mittaustulokset ovat yhdenmukaisia niiden edellisten löy-
dösten kanssa, joiden mukaan kuljettajat vaikuttavat seuraavan katseellaan tien-
pinnan kohteita. Tutkimuksessa käytetään myös kokeellista manipulaatiota, jos-
sa tie näytetään kuljettajille ainoastaan harvakseltaan, mutta säännönmukaisesti,
esiintyvin merkein. Koehenkilöt pystyvät ohjaamaan näin esitetyn radan läpi, ja
kokeessa havaitaan, että koehenkilöt katsovat myös kohtiin, joissa merkkien pitäi-
si esiintyä, vaikka näitä ei näytettäisi. Tätä löydöstä on vaikea selittää nykyisillä
ohjaus- ja silmänliikemalleilla, ja se viittaa siihen, että kuljettajat todennäköisesti
käyttävät mielensisäistä ympäristöesitystä ohjaustehtävän suorittamiseksi.

Tuloksia ja esitettyä mallintamismenetelmää pohditaan toiminnanohjauksen
mielensisäisten mallien, epävarmuuteen perustuvan tarkkaavaisuudenjakamisen ja
liikennepsykologisten teorioiden formalisoinin näkökulmista. Tulevaisuuden mah-
dollisuuksia mallinnusmenetelmän yleistämiseksi monimutkaisempiin toiminnanoh-
jaustehtäviin hahmotellaan.
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1 Introduction

A South African traffic safety campaign recently published a public service an-
nouncement video where pedestrians fail at their task of walking in various ways –
hitting signposts, falling in stairs, falling into a pond – because their attention was
on their mobile phone (Western Cape Government, 2017). The video concludes
with a rhetorical question ”You can’t even text and walk, so why do you text and
drive?”. The message is important – almost half of all traffic accidents can be
attributed to distractions such as mobile phone use (Klauer, Dingus, Neale, Sud-
weeks, Ramsey, et al., 2006) – but strictly speaking the premise of the question is
false. People can text while both walking and driving, and they do it all the time.
This thesis attempts to understand what are the cognitive mechanisms behind
this ability to (most of the time) successfully perform tasks without continuously
observing the relevant surroundings.

The criterion for ”understanding” here is to be able to mathematically and
computationally reproduce concrete moment-to-moment human actions while re-
lying on mechanisms that are plausibly within the limitations of human perception
and cognition. This work assumes that to facilitate control of action, the mind
combines knowledge about the environment’s dynamics, perception and allocation
of attention to construct and sustain a cognitive representation of the environment.
The central task of this representation is to predict the environment and to eval-
uate the predictions using perception and appropriate attention allocation (for an
example of criticality of this evaluation, see figure 1).

The empirical studies reported and concrete models proposed concern driving
a car, but the more abstract ideas are intended to generalize to other locomotor
and dynamic tasks as well. Driving is in many ways a good ”laboratory” for
understanding more general mechanisms of human behavior: it is an everyday
naturalistic task where the environment and controls are deliberately designed
to be as simple and regular as possible; drivers’ behavior is highly routined and
repeatable and; driving includes several special cases where the task environment
is especially simple. This dissertation focuses on two such special cases: driving
behind another vehicle on a straight road, and steering a curve on an empty road.

Driving on a single-lane straight stretch of road reduces drivers’ actions to
mostly speed control in just one dimension and their actions are largely deter-
mined by distance and speed relative to the leading vehicle. This simplicity, com-
bined with decades of study, has made the driving task of following another car a
mathematically well understood everyday human undertaking. The mathematical
approximations of humans conducting this task, known as car following models,
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tween two different functional forms of the relationship proposed in the literature
and are used to estimate a quantitative form for the relationship. In addition, a
moment-to-moment relationship between headway and frequency of glancing at
the road is found, which suggests a mechanism where drivers actively adapt their
attention to transient changes in the headway.

Study II takes the same experimental setting to a virtual reality (VR) driving
simulator and a real car on a controlled track. Both of the relationships found in
Study I replicate in both VR and real car experiments. This study also introduces a
new mathematically defined and computationally fully implemented car following
model which is able to simulating driving during the visual restrictions and esti-
mate when it needs visual information, and thus can perform the exact same task
that the human participants conducted in the experiment. The model bases its
speed control and attention allocation on an internal estimate of the environment
which is sustained by combining knowledge about the environment’s regularities
with a psychophysiologically plausible perception process. The model also includes
a theoretically novel mechanism for attention allocation based on uncertainty in
action selection. Simulated data using the model replicates the connections be-
tween headway and distraction and thus proposes a mechanistic explanation for
the experimentally found phenomenon.

The last two studies lay conceptual and methodological groundwork for gener-
alization of the modeling approach beyond the one-dimensional car following task.
Study III presents a new method for analysis of eye movement signals which is
especially suited for complex eye movement patterns and high measurement noise
levels arising in naturalistic tasks such as driving. The method is based on a new
algorithm for fast segmented linear regression, which simultaneously denoises the
signal and segments it for identification of oculomotor events. The segments are
classified into four different oculomotor events and is the first method to do such
four-way classification. Benchmarks with multiple datasets show that it compares
favorably to the state of the art in both denoising and event identification.

Study IV examines where, when and how drivers place their gaze when steer-
ing through curves. The study corroborates previous results that the natural gaze
strategy during steering is to pick a point up the road and follow it for a while
before picking up a new point. The participants in Study IV also steer the course
when the road is marked only by sparsely but regularly placed points on the road.
This in itself is counter to some contemporary theories of how drivers steer, but
the study also shows that drivers look at where points would be expected to ap-
pear even when they do not. This suggests that drivers likely use an internal
representation of the future path to guide their gaze and provides empirical data
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to constrain development models of gaze behavior.
This dissertation builds on theoretical and methodological developments from

multiple fields of study. In doing so some previously rather disparate lines of in-
quiry are interlinked. The main task environments come from the car following
theory in traffic engineering and visuomotor steering in visual science, but the
behavior of the driver is analyzed from the perspective and examined with the
methodology and theories of traffic psychology and cognitive science. The compu-
tational formulation of the theory draws from the predictive processing framework
of computational neuroscience and is formulated mathematically using tools of
probability theory’s stochastic processes and Bayesian estimation.

The next section introduces general theoretical questions about human percep-
tion, attention and control explored in this dissertation. Section 3 presents the
more specific theoretical background for analyzing car driver’s behavior. A frame-
work for mathematically and computationally modeling perception, attention and
control in dynamic tasks and an implementation for car following is presented in
section 4. The four studies and their results are summarized in section 5. The
results and new proposals are discussed in a wider theoretical context in section 6
and contributions of this work are summarized in the conclusion.

2 Perception and attention in human control of
action

2.1 Online versus representation-based control

A central point of debate in theories of human control of action is whether control
is best explained as a representation-based1 or an online process (Zago, McIntyre,
Senot, & Lacquaniti, 2009; Zhao & Warren, 2015). In online control, perceptual
quantities are directly mapped to actions; for example the intensity of a driver
braking could be determined directly from how fast the retinal image of the ob-
stacle ahead expands in size (Lee, 1976). In representation-based control, action
is selected based on some internal representation of the environment that is esti-
mated using perceptual quantities; for example a driver could select the intensity
of braking based on their estimate of how far the obstacle is and how fast it is
approaching.

1In the literature what is termed here ”representation-based control” is usually called ”model-
based control”. This terminology is selected to avoid overloading the term ”model” too much,
which in this text refers to a conceptual, mathematical or computational formulation designed
to capture some behavior.
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Figure 2: A scene with ground plane textured with black dots and a rectangular obstacle
straight ahead textured with red dots. Left panel shows the scene as a snapshot, right
panel shows the optic flow lines generated by the dots when the observer is moving
straight ahead.

The theoretical foundation of the online control approach is the so-called eco-
logical view of biological perception, which was formulated in the 1950s to address
lack of success in trying to explain perception and action as ”responses to objects
at distance” (Gibson, 1958). In the ecological view, instead of tracking objects or
other structures to which to react, animals, such as car drivers, react directly to
changes in the visual field around them. These changes in the visual field create
the optic flow field (see figure 2) from which the animal can directly – without
tracking objects or other structure of the scene – know various aspects of their
motion relative to the environment and use them to control their actions.

For example for a driver wishing to keep their distance to the car ahead of them
the ecological task is to keep the change of visual size of the leading car at zero:
contraction of the car’s image means the driver is falling behind and expansion
that the distance is shortening. Importantly, with this strategy the driver does not
have to keep track of the visual size of the car ahead and try to keep it constant,
but just counteract changes in the size that are directly available in the flow field.
Furthermore, the driver can greatly benefit from the fact that – regardless of what
the speed, distance or the object’s visual size is – the rate of expansion relative to
the size (measure known as ”tau” or τ) directly corresponds to time to collision,
i.e. the time that it would take at current motion to collide with the object ahead
(Lee, 1976). Similar invariants, that is measures that can be used for control of
action regardless of the exact specification of the environment, have been found
for variety of tasks such as steering (Wann & Land, 2000) and object interception
and avoidance (Regan & Gray, 2000).

In representation-based control the coupling between perception and action
is ”relaxed” and intermediated via an internal representation of the environment.
Here the role of perception is not to directly drive control of action, but to main-
tain (sufficient) accuracy of the representation. The representation can also in-
clude knowledge about the environment’s regularities, e.g. know that speed causes
change in distance over time or that gravity makes objects fall down (Zago et al.,
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2009). In the representation-based view the driver could keep their distance by
reacting to changes in estimated distance which is estimated by for example using
the trigonometric connection between the projected angular size of the leading
vehicle and the distance to it.

Whether humans use online or representation-based control is currently an open
question. There is no definite experimental data that could not be explained by a
(sufficiently complicated) online model, which has been interpreted be in support
of the arguably more parsimonious online control approach (Zhao & Warren, 2015).
One critical case where the two views could be differentiated empirically is acting
in situations where sensory input is temporarily not available but the need for
control continues. The next section discusses this case in more detail.

2.2 Intermittent sampling

The ecological view encounters some difficulties when the animal does not have
access to the visual field, and thus can not directly act based on it. Clearly, animals
can and do function with intermittent sensory input. Such functioning is forced
experimentally in this dissertation’s studies I and II, but it is also prevalent in
natural behavior. Drivers often take their eyes off the road ahead during driving,
for example to check on the traffic behind them using the mirrors or check the
route on a navigator; football (soccer) players often scan the field while controlling
the ball, and pedestrians walking may have their gaze most of the time on a phone
screen. Not only can humans keep going without sensory input in such situations,
but they seem to know when they can look off and when to return their (overt)
attention to the scene ahead.

Total omission of sensory input is actually just an extreme case of what is the
usual condition for especially the visual modality. Parts of the scene are always
totally hidden from sight due to limited field of view, and for vast majority of the
scene the input is degraded because it does not fall within the most acute foveal
area. The gaze also actively causes such degradation by seeking targets that are
not seemingly relevant for the immediate action. Instead of constantly focusing on
directions where for example the optic flow can be directly used for control, hu-
mans tend to quite frequently make so called ”look ahead fixations”, which foveate
locations that are relevant for future actions (Lehtonen, Lappi, Kotkanen, & Sum-
mala, 2013; Mennie, Hayhoe, & Sullivan, 2007) and naturally sometimes take a
moment to enjoy the scenery – although such fixations not related to the control
task at hand are quite infrequent at least in naturalistic eye tracking experiments
(M. Land, Mennie, & Rusted, 1999; Lappi, Rinkkala, & Pekkanen, 2017).
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How these moments of limited sensory input are handled is fundamentally dif-
ferent for representation-based and online control. With an internal representation,
acting through a momentary lack of perceptual information poses little additional
concern because the representation typically includes some knowledge about how
the situation should evolve and what scene is outside the (foveal) view (Miall &
Wolpert, 1996; Tatler & Land, 2011; Zago et al., 2009). With this knowledge, the
representation-based actor can with some accuracy predict what the unobserved
scene should be like and base their actions on the prediction (Zago et al., 2009).
In our car following example, the driver could assume that both cars (on average)
hold their speeds constant and integrate the speed difference to predict changes in
the distance. A purely online actor can not resort to such predictions, but must
switch control to some separate, usually situation specific, strategy to handle an
exceptional case such as missing input (Zhao & Warren, 2015). For the car follower,
a simple such strategy could be to keep the speed or pedal positions constant when
the view to the car ahead is obstructed.

2.3 Attention allocation and uncertainty

The actor also needs to know when more sensory input is needed and how to get
it; the exception handling mechanisms of online control can only handle relatively
brief omissions of input and the predictions of the representations become too
uncertain to sustain successful action after a while. Much of the time the lack
of sensory input is self-inflicted by the actor by momentarily turning their (overt)
attention off the task at hand, and can be remedied by an appropriate reorientation,
such as turning gaze back to the task in case of visual input. The online and
representation-based accounts again differ in how to accomplish such reorientation.

In online control the reorientation is often included in the exception handling
strategies and may use directly the information in the environment (Zhao & War-
ren, 2015); for example duration of a deliberate off-glance during car following
could be some fraction of the observed time to collision and the gaze could be
returned to the focus of expansion. In representation-based control the timing and
target of the reorientation is usually thought to be driven by uncertainty in the
prediction of the environment (Feldman & Friston, 2010; Johnson, Sullivan, Hay-
hoe, & Ballard, 2014; Senders, Kristofferson, Levison, Dietrich, & Ward, 1967):
the driver could keep their eyes off the road ahead until uncertainty reaches some
threshold and the gaze would return into the predicted location of the car ahead
to efficiently reduce uncertainty in the estimates of distance and speed relative to
it.
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This process of determining when and where to orient the sensory apparatus is
referred in this text as overt attention allocation. When not explicated otherwise,
just ”attention allocation” refers to the overt one. An important component of the
full attention allocation process includes also covert attention which governs how
the mind internally focuses on certain aspects of sensory input or internal states.
The covert attention allocation aspect is not (explicitly) studied in this dissertation,
although the perception mechanism proposed in section 4 can be interpreted to
model covert attention.

When building concrete models, basing attention allocation on uncertainty in
the internal representation encounters a problem of relevance: the uncertainty
formulation of attention has to further specify which quantities of the scene must
be known with what accuracy. In higher level models the representation’s variables
are not usually specified (e.g. Feldman & Friston, 2010; Senders et al., 1967) and
the relevance problem is not concretized. For simpler tasks one main variable whose
uncertainty is critical can be often assumed; for example if the task is formulated
as keeping the speed constant, it is quite natural to assume that uncertainty in
the speed is the critical uncertainty, as was done in the model of Johnson et al.
(2014).

However, few real world tasks admit to such ”one-variable formulation” and
usually the actor must base its actions on multiple quantities, often in quite com-
plicated manner (Warren, 2012). For example when following a car, knowing how
fast the leading car is being approached is critical when the headway is small, but
matters little when the car ahead is very far away. Thus, to concretely formulate
an uncertainty model of attention allocation, it needs to incorporate some model
of what variables’ uncertainty is how important in which situation.

This thesis proposes that this problem of relevance can be tackled by using
action uncertainty: uncertainty in what action to take – not uncertainty in the
state estimate itself – is what drives attention. This is a convenient approach
especially when a model specifying action selection for unitary variables is available,
which is how most current models of human action are specified. A framework for
mathematically formulating the state estimates and resulting action uncertainty
is described in section 4 and applied to car following in Study II.

3 Driver behavior modeling

The task environment studied in this dissertation is human locomotion, and more
specifically a human being driving a car. In traffic related fields driving is often
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studied for applied purposes: to enhance driver safety, make better controllable
automobiles and design better road networks among others. However, driving is
also in many ways an ideal task for studying more general mechanisms of human
behavior in naturalistic environments:

• A large portion of the population drives regularly and has developed highly
routined control strategies.

• Drivers naturally (have to) multitask and continuously change locus of at-
tention while driving.

• The road environment is deliberately designed to be as simple and regular
as possible, which makes it relatively easy to approximate mathematically.

• The degrees of freedom used for control are reduced mostly to the steering
wheel and the pedals which are simple to measure and model.

• The information used is mainly in visual form and the task can be well
simulated in laboratory using only visual stimuli and input measured using
eye tracking.

This section summarizes theoretical background of driver behavior pertinent
to this thesis from the most general level of theoretical traffic psychology to the
specific subtasks of car following which are the task environments of this work’s
experiments and concrete modeling.

3.1 Traffic psychological driver modeling

In traffic psychology driver behavior has been modeled on conceptual level ex-
tensively (for historical review, see Kinnear, 2009, Chapter two). These models
typically discuss the process of driving using psychological concepts such as risk,
motivation and feeling, which is a rather abstract level when compared to spec-
ifying mathematical models of the moment-to-moment control discussed in this
dissertation, but nevertheless some concepts from this literature have greatly in-
fluenced the current work.

An important insight from the traffic psychology literature is the notion that
driving is most of the time a self-paced task: the driver may with their own actions,
such as speed and headway selection, to a large extent determine how demanding
the driving task is (Summala, 2007). The psychological basis of how and why
drivers end up selecting the level of demand they do is a contentious topic largely
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revolving around how risk of collision or other adverse outcome is taken into ac-
count in the process (Kinnear, 2009, Chapter two).

To sidestep the difficult issue of risk, and to be compatible with some later
discussed recent developments in car following modeling, this work conceptualizes
the driver’s pacing following the Task-Capability Interface (TCI) theory of Fuller
(2005). In the TCI theory drivers are assumed to continuously balance their ca-
pabilities (e.g. driving skill and attention available for the driving task) and the
task’s demands (e.g. the required precision of control and time-pressure to make
control decisions). The TCI calls the difference of the capability and demand
task-difficulty and the balancing of capability and demand is done by keeping the
task-difficulty in some suitable range leading to task-difficulty homeostasis.

Another important idea from traffic psychology and especially the Zero Risk
Theory (ZRT) of Näätänen and Summala (1974) is the centrality of continuously
predicting the environment. In ZRT such predictions are expectancies described
as ”vivid, perception-like predictions” that are prerequisite ”for any success in
driving performance” (Näätänen & Summala, 1974, p. 188). In the current work
such predictions are formalized in a Bayesian estimator which bases its estimation
on predictions of the environment and sensory stimuli caused by the environment
(see section 4.1).

To study how the driver’s visual attention is allocated on the moment-to-
moment level, the traffic psychological literature offers the experimental paradigm
of driver controllable visual occlusion (Godthelp, Milgram, & Blaauw, 1984; Ku-
jala, Mäkelä, Kotilainen, & Tokkonen, 2015; Senders et al., 1967). In this paradigm,
the driver’s vision is blocked by an occlusion, which they can remove to ”glance”
the scene, causing similar visual distraction as for example using a mobile phone
while occasionally looking at the road ahead2. Crucially, variation in how often
the driver has to take glances in different situations can be used as an index of
how demand for visual attention varies between situations.

To explain results from controllable visual occlusion studies, it was early on
proposed that the driver’s allocation of attention is driven by uncertainty about the
environment’s state, although the question of how the environment is represented
and how the allocation process works mechanistically was left open (Senders et
al., 1967). Later work has also proposed operationalizations of the driving tasks’

2It should be noted that the occlusion paradigm produces only visual distraction, whereas
most naturalistic tasks also demand additional cognitive and/or motor resources, and thus is not
directly comparable to e.g. mobile phone use during driving. Although this somewhat limits the
generalizability of results, it is methodologically advantageous, as especially cognitive distraction
is difficult to measure. See Introduction and Limitations in Pekkanen et al. (2017) for further
discussion.
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attentional demand based on how much time or distance the driver can cover
without visual input (Godthelp et al., 1984; Kujala et al., 2015).

While the aforementioned more general theories of driving behavior are dis-
cussed in rather high level of abstraction, there are various subtasks of driving
which have been modeled using rigorous mathematical formulations of moment-
to-moment actions (Macadam, 2003; Nash, Cole, & Bigler, 2016). This thesis
focuses on two of such subtasks: following another car on a straight road and
steering through a bend on an empty road. Both subtasks are attractive for math-
ematical modeling due to them having a relatively simple structure, yet producing
non-trivial behavior.

3.2 Models of control and gaze behavior during steering

Especially since the seminal article of M. Land and Lee (1994) arguing that most
of the time drivers look at the so called tangent point (see figure 3) during driving,
the driver’s gaze has been an important measure for studying how humans steer
and what visual information they use to do so. Following the categorization of
Lappi (2014) the models of gaze behavior during steering can be broadly divided
to travel point and waypoint models (see figure 3). In waypoint models, the driver’s
gaze targets lie on or near the path that they wish to pass over and thus when the
driver moves through the scene, the targets move ”counter” to the driver’s motion
which especially for closer targets means quite fast motion in the driver’s view. In
contrast, travel points ”travel with” the driver and thus do not exhibit the counter
motion, which allows them to be constant or move relatively slowly in the visual
projection.

The empirical results regarding driver gaze behavior during steering are some-
what conflicting (for review, see Lappi (2014)). Especially earlier studies report
gaze behavior compatible with the tangent point gaze strategy (e.g. Chattington,
Wilson, Ashford, & Marple-Horvat, 2007; Kandil, Rotter, & Lappe, 2009; M. Land
& Lee, 1994; Lappi, Lehtonen, Pekkanen, & Itkonen, 2013). However, later stud-
ies have shown robust evidence for nystagmus-type eye movements where the eye
moves with alternating slow tracking and fast saccadic motions, which is expected
if drivers track waypoints (Authié & Mestre, 2011; Itkonen, Pekkanen, & Lappi,
2015; Lappi & Lehtonen, 2013; Lappi, Pekkanen, & Itkonen, 2013).

Travel points, due to the simplicity of their motion in the visually projected
scene, are especially suitable features for ecological style online control models
where visual features are directly mapped to steering actions. For example, M.
Land and Lee (1994) propose that the reason that drivers (arguably) keep their
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Figure 3: Some potential gaze targets during steering through a constant-radius curve.
The red points are travel points that are defined by their locations in the egocentric
projection of the scene. The tangent point is the point where the projected lane edge
changes direction and near points are points at the road edge at some low constant visual
elevation. The blue points are waypoints that are defined by allocentric environment
locations and thus move towards the driver as she progresses on the curve, which causes
significant motion in the egocentric projection. If the waypoints are on the future path,
as in the diagram, they move downwards and counter to the direction of the curve, as
indicated by the black arrows.

eyes on the tangent point may be that the task of steering (in a constant radius
curve) can be accomplished by keeping the visual location of the tangent point
constant. Thus, the steering task can be reduced to counteracting visual motion
of the tangent point – analogously to how distance keeping can be reduced to
counteracting changes in the obstacle’s projected size in the model of Lee (1976)
as discussed in section 2.1. Similar online control models with other travel points
have been formulated since (for review, see Lappi, 2014).

Waypoints do not share the straightforward (lack of) egocentric motion, which
makes formulating steering models explaining waypoint gaze strategies somewhat
more involved. However, some regularities arise for waypoint gaze strategies on
circular trajectories. To track a waypoint on a future path the eye has to counter
rotate exactly half the rotation of the vehicle and when the eye tracks any point
on the future path, all other points on the future path have zero horizontal motion
(Wann & Swapp, 2000). Thus, in principle the driver could use gaze strategy of
tracking future path waypoints (assuming some mechanism for when to select next
one) and use an online type control to directly steer with information available
in the retinal flow (the flow pattern that arises when taking into account the
movement of the eye) (Wann & Swapp, 2000).

Another explanation for the waypoint tracking gaze strategy is that drivers’
steering control is based on (allocentric) waypoints and gaze is used to get infor-
mation about their locations (Lappi & Mole, 2018). Notably, this type of control
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requires some representation to keep track of the different waypoints and their
locations that are used as input for a control mechanisms that outputs steering
commands. The tracking of waypoints has the benefit that it can potentially
extend to more complex geometries and control strategies that can make use of
knowledge about world’s dynamics and integrate different sensory cues. This flex-
ibility has also a downside: such a model requires additional specification of the
internal, unobservable, processes. Consequently, no such concrete mathematically
specified model exists currently for direct empirical evaluation.

3.3 Car following theory and models

The phenomenon of a driver following another car has been a subject of quite
intense study for over half a century (Brackstone & McDonald, 1999). Since the
very first texts on the subject, the core mathematical formulation of car following
(CF) models has been that of a dynamical system: the driver is assumed to con-
tinuously respond to a given situation by altering their speed, which in the next
instant results in a new situation which calls for a new response. Most models are
based on the assumption that the task-relevant information can be reduced to the
driver’s own speed, their distance to the leading vehicle and the leading vehicle’s
speed. The modeled driver controls the car by outputting a suitable acceleration
for any given configuration of these variables.

The main motivation for such models has been to simulate traffic to understand
traffic level phenomena such as jam formation and road capacities. Integrating
the acceleration outputs over time yields speeds and locations of the vehicles, and
speed and location of a vehicle and its leader determines the situation required
for determining the next acceleration action of the vehicle. This property can be
used to simulate an array of vehicles driving one after another producing simulated
traffic in which traffic level phenomena, such as relationship between vehicle density
and average speed, emerge.

Despite their success in approximating individual driver and predicting traffic
phenomena, it is quite universally accepted that in general these CF-models are
not very realistic descriptions of how drivers conduct the task (Saifuzzaman &
Zheng, 2014; Van Winsum, 1999). Most CF-models are relatively straightforward
servomechanisms, which are assumed to directly and perfectly observe the relevant
speed and distance variables and these are assumed to be constantly available to
the driver. This is counter to the everyday and scientific understanding that hu-
man vision has inherent limitations which causes errors in estimating the relevant
variables and that humans can and do drive without (overtly) attending to the
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road scene constantly.
This is not to say that these shortcomings are completely ignored by the field.

There are quite old models that are directly based on limitations of perception
(Wiedemann, 1974) and many, especially more recently developed, models have
incorporated various human factors (Saifuzzaman & Zheng, 2014). An important
recent development for this dissertation has been models that incorporate the task-
difficulty homeostasis (see section 3.1) in car following models (Hoogendoorn, van
Arem, & Hoogendoorn, 2013; Saifuzzaman, Zheng, Haque, & Washington, 2015).
Such incorporation concretely links the fields of theoretical traffic psychology and
car following modeling, which can introduce more psychological realism to car fol-
lowing models, but also bring about the rigor of mathematically specified theories
to the field of traffic psychology.

From the perspective of online versus representation-based control discussed
in section 2.1 car following models present a somewhat interesting case. Although
almost all current models are servomechanisms where acceleration action is selected
without regard to past states, the state is represented in allocentric distances and
velocities which are not directly available from sensory information, e.g. anglar
projections and the flow field, in a manner required for pure online control. This
is most likely not a deliberate choice or a theoretical stance, but stems from the
allocentric measures being more amenable to formal mathematical analysis and
more natural for traffic engineering. However, it does require a representation-
based approach if one is to stay compatible with current models.

4 A predictive processing account of perception,
action and attention

This section presents a modeling framework to simulate the action uncertainty
process proposed in section 2.3 and a concrete, implemented car following model
based on the framework. The framework is representation-based and the represen-
tations are assumed to estimate the environment’s state by integrating predictions
and perception using the Bayes’ theorem. This is mathematically modeled as a
Bayesian state estimator, which have been extensively studied in mathematics and
are widely used in various applications (see e.g. Särkkä, 2009, Chapter 1).

The Bayesian assumption of the integration is known in cognitive science and
neuroscience as the ”Bayesian brain hypothesis” (Knill & Pouget, 2004). The
Bayesian brain hypothesis and the use of predicted states also relates the model-
ing approach to the wider computational neuroscience framework of ”predictive
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modeling it as a noise distribution.
While the state prediction model alone could predict how the state evolves,

the accuracy in these ”blind” predictions deteriorate over time, usually quite dra-
matically. To counteract the deterioration, the actor uses perception to get more
information about the world’s state. In the Bayesian estimation scheme percep-
tion can be thought of being done in a somewhat ”reverse” manner: the perception
model gives probabilities of observations given states – instead of estimating states
given observations, which is the final goal of state estimation.

This prediction of observations is done by the sensory prediction model4 which
formalizes the assumptions that the actor has about the relationship between sen-
sory information and the states of the world. For example, the actor may know
that further away the object is the smaller is its projected image, and if the ob-
ject’s physical size is known, the actor can even compute the exact projected size
for a given distance. Furthermore, the actor knows that its perception is imperfect
and the sensory prediction model models these imperfections as noise with some
specified distribution.

The feature that the actor knows, or assumes, that its different sensors have
different levels of noise and takes this into account when combining observations
from different sensors is equivalent to the precision weighing idea of predictive pro-
cessing (Feldman & Friston, 2010). In precision weighting the observer is thought
to (covertly) pay more attention to features that have less noise (higher precision).
Furthermore, fluctuations in the covert attention can be modeled if the assumed
noise distributions are dependent on the (estimated) state. This is in effect done
in the implementation described in section 4.3 where the modeled driver alters the
perception model based on whether its view is occluded (see Pekkanen et al., 2018,
section 2.2 for details).

As noted, the sensory prediction model gives only the probability of a percept
for a given state, e.g. probability of seeing a projected image size given a distance
and object size pair, but the state estimation’s goal is to do the mapping in inverse
direction, i.e. infer state probabilities from perceptual variables. However, such
inverse mappings are often ambiguous and thus can not be formulated as functions.
For example while distance and physical size determine the projected size, any
projected size can result from infinitely many distance-size combinations.

This ambiguity is solved by combining the state prediction with the sensory
predictions using the Bayes’ theorem, where the prior distribution for the state is
given by the state prediction and the final posterior state estimate is formed by

4”Sensory prediction model” is usually termed ”measurement model” in the Bayesian estima-
tion literature
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weighing the prior with the observation probabilities. Thus, the probability that
the actor is in a given state is the combination of how likely it is to be in this state
based on the previous state and how likely it is to observe the observed observation
in this state.

If the system is assumed to be Markovian, i.e. the probability distribution of
a state is fully determined by its previous state and the observation corresponding
to the state, performing this combination recursively, i.e. using the previous state
estimate to form the state prediction, produces the Bayes optimal estimate of a
state given all the observations up to and including the current observation (see
e.g. Särkkä, 2009, Chapter 4).

4.2 Action selection and attention allocation using the state
estimate

The previous section describes how the actor can estimate the world’s state with
imperfect prediction and observation by using an internal representation and how
this can be stated using the state-space formulation. However, as the question
under study is how humans control their action and attention, it must be specified
how actions are selected and attention allocated on the basis of this state estimate.

For this purpose, it is assumed that the actor has an action policy, which is a
function that determines what action should be taken in which state configuration
of the environment. Typically the action policy is such that following it leads to
desired performance, e.g. a driver selects accelerations so that it stays at suitable
distance of the leading vehicle without crashing into it but also does not fall be-
hind. Applying this action policy to the state estimate, which is in the form of a
probability distribution, yields a distribution of what action should be taken. To
select an action to output to the world (and to use as an efference copy) the actor
takes some central tendency, e.g. mean, of the distribution.

The action distribution has also another role: its dispersion indicates how
unconfident the actor is that the action to be taken is a good one. This dispersion
of the action distribution is a formalization of the action uncertainty presented in
section 2.3 and argued drive attention allocation. Thus, the process of keeping
the action uncertainty at bay is formalized as keeping dispersion of the action
distribution, operationalized as e.g. the standard deviation, at some suitably small
level.

How the actor acts to control the action uncertainty is an additional mechanism
to be specified. The model presented next has a straightforward mechanism, where
it essentially turns the ”perception on” when more information is needed and keeps
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it ”off” when the uncertainty is low enough. For most tasks however more elaborate
models will be needed to account for orientation of the sensors, e.g. where gaze is
placed and when in order to control action uncertainty.

In principle sensory orientation, e.g. gaze placement, is no different action than
for example acceleration or steering, and it is not thus separated in figure 4. It
could be simply embedded into the action policy itself (see section 6.3) but for
simplicity the sensory orientation mechanisms that control the action uncertainty
are modeled and mostly discussed separately in the current work, i.e. uncertainty
in how to allocate attention is assumed to not affect attention allocation.

4.3 A representation-based model for control and attention
in car following

To mathematically and computationally model naturalistic human behavior, this
thesis makes use of the mathematical understanding of the car following task to
formulate a model that simultaneously handles locomotor control and intermittent
sampling using the representation-based Bayesian modeling approach outlined pre-
viously. An overview of the model is presented in figure 5.

The task environment is represented as three state variables: the driver’s own
speed and distance and speed relative to the leading vehicle, which follows the
usual car following model formulation. This representation can be directly used
to formulate the action policy using existing car following models. The proposed
model uses the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) (Treiber, Hennecke, & Helbing,
2000), but in principle any car following model based on the usual state variable
formulation could be used.

The modeled driver however does not have direct access to the state variables,
but they are estimated using a psychophysiologically plausible perception system
and assumptions about the environment’s regularities, which are combined by the
Bayesian estimation scheme discussed in section 4.1. As illustrated in figure 5,
perception is modeled as the driver judging the distance and speed relative to the
leading vehicle by its angular projection and changes in it and the own speed is
estimated using the magnitude of the optical flow of the terrain. The perceptual
information is combined with predictions of the leading vehicle’s and own vehicle’s
accelerations, which are made using a stochastic model of the leading behavior
and a noisy efference copy of own acceleration.

Importantly, using the predicted leading vehicle behavior, the model can also
perform, i.e. produce the acceleration actions, without observing the leading vehi-
cle. Attention allocation is modeled using a controllable occluder that blocks the
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view to the leading vehicle and the occluder is controlled using the action uncer-
tainty mechanism described in section 2.3 where action distribution is concretized
as the distribution of accelerations. The task environment is replicated in exper-
iments where human participants conduct the same task as the model and the
model’s ability to capture human speed control and attention allocation is studied
in Study II.

5 Studies and results
This section summarizes the four studies of this dissertation. The summaries briefly
present the methodology used, the main results obtained and the interpretations
proposed from the theoretical perspectives discussed in the previous section.

5.1 Study I: Task-difficulty homeostasis in car following

Study I (Pekkanen et al., 2017) examined experimentally how drivers allocate
their attention and adapt their speed during visual distraction when following
another car. The experiment’s 18 participants drove in a driving simulator both
an unoccluded task, i.e. just followed the car ahead of them, and an occluded task
where visual distraction was introduced using a self-paced visual occlusion setting:
the view to the road ahead was occluded, but the participants could remove the
occlusion for a brief, 300 millisecond ”glance” by pressing a paddle in the steering
wheel. The drivers were instructed to take as few of these glances as possible while
still not crashing and avoiding erratic driving (see figure 6).

The occlusion used in this study differs from previous occluded driving studies
(Godthelp et al., 1984; Kujala et al., 2015; Senders et al., 1967) in that only view
to the part of the scene where the leading vehicle can be seen was blocked (see
figure 6), whereas traditionally the whole field of view is occluded. The partial
occlusion was decided upon as it allows the participants to estimate their own
speed from the peripheral optic flow also during occlusion, which is especially im-
portant in a driving simulator where vestibular and somatosensory information
about changes in speed are not available. This makes the occluder behavior eas-
ier to interpret as the missing visual information is more specific to the leading
vehicle’s state and changes in the occlusion durations can be attributed mostly to
uncertainty about the distance and speed relative to the leading vehicle, and less
to uncertainty in the participant’s own speed.

The participants were encouraged to drive close to leading car but without
excessive accelerations by instructing them to minimize fuel consumption, which
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Figure 6: Screenshots of unoccluded car following (left) and occluded car following
(right). In the occluded car following scenario the driver could request a visual sample
of 300 ms by pressing a paddle in the steering wheel controller.

could be reduced by ”draft saving” that decreased with distance (see Procedure
in Pekkanen et al. (2017) for details). Such instruction was given in an effort to
make the participants drive at the limit of their capabilities. This is important
for the theoretical interpretation of the results: if the drivers change the amount
of total effort from the unoccluded to the occluded task, the changes in driving
brought by the occlusion can not be solely attributed to decreased amount of visual
information, but are confounded with the change in total effort that is difficult to
measure.

The driving behavior was indexed using time headway (THW) which is the
time that it would take for the driver reach the current location of the leading
vehicle. Attention allocation was measured using occlusion duration (OD), which
is the time between successive glances, i.e. the duration that the driver drives
without seeing the car ahead.

A strong correspondence was found between participants’ average occlusion
duration and increase in time headway compared to the unoccluded task (R2 =

0.84, see figure 7)5, and the relationship was found to be about one-to-one, meaning
that for every second of average occlusion duration the average time headway was
increased by one second.

Although to my knowledge such exact relationship has not been previously
reported, a more general relationship between task-demand and task-capability has
been proposed to emerge from the task-difficulty homeostasis process (Fuller, 2005).
The task-difficulty homeostasis has been formalized for car following models by
Hoogendoorn et al. (2013) and Saifuzzaman et al. (2015) which both directly relate
task-demand to time headway and propose that drivers increase their preferred
time headway to compensate for the driving capability drop that is caused by

5The figures here show the per-participant median, while the original article reports per-
participant geometric means. Median was chosen for this text to be directly comparable with
Study II. The results are essentially the same with both measures.
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distraction. This should result in a kind of relationship between THW and OD
observed here.

While both of the models associate time headway with task-demand, neither
provides details on how to quantify task-capability or how this relates to distrac-
tion. However, their mathematical formulations can be interpreted to imply how
a drop in driving capability should be reflected in the time headway. The im-
plied relationships have subtly different forms, which means that the models can
be empirically compared with our experimental data. The Hoogendoorn et al.
(2013) model implies a ”baseline dependent” relationship where drivers increase
their THWs relative to their non-distracted THWs, meaning that a driver who
without distraction drives with a longer THW increases their headway more than
a driver with shorter non-distracted THW in reponse to the same level of distrac-
tion. In contrast, the model of Saifuzzaman et al. (2015) assumes a ”baseline
independent” relationship in which same distraction leads to the same increase of
THW regardless of a driver’s non-distracted baseline THW.

Although both formulations lead to a statistically significant explanation of
the increase in drivers’ average THWs (Spearman correlation 0.84 (95% CI [0.62,
0.94]) for the baseline independent and 0.57 (95% CI [0.14, 0.82]) for the base-
line dependent relationship) the baseline independent relationship is statistically
significantly in better agreement with our data (95% CI (0.026, 0.66) for differ-
ence in the Spearman correlations). Also the strong linear correspondence found
with the baseline-independent formulation (figure 7) can be applied to quantita-
tively model the drivers’ THW increase when the distraction level can be stated
as average occlusion durations.

In addition to the correspondence in the per-participant averages of OD and
THW increase, robust covariation was found between instantaneous THWs and
ODs, i.e. THW at a ”glance” moment correlates with how long the following
occlusion lasts6. For 58 of the 61 total occluded trials a positive Spearman cor-
relation between the instantaneous OD and THW (Binomial test p = 3× 10−14),
with median correlation of 0.56 was found.

We interpret this instantaneous THW-OD connection to arise from drivers re-
sponding to the more attentionally demanding shorter THW situation by increas-
ing their capability by allocating more visual attention to task. Such mechanism
is not included in current car following models, but is in line with the more general
task-difficulty homeostasis idea, in which the balance between capability and de-

6The correlations are calculated for linearly detrended values to reduce potential spurious cor-
relations due to possible fluctuations in the preferred THW. For details see section Instantaneous
Time Headway and Occlusion Duration in Pekkanen et al. (2017).
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Figure 8: Sample time series showing time headway and the subsequent occlusion dura-
tion at glance onset moments. The sample trials are, from top to bottom, 25th, 50th
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gaps and occlusion durations. The respective correlations are 0.40, 0.56 and 0.68.

mand can be also attained by compensating for increase in demand with increase
in capability attained with allocating more attention to the driving task.

5.2 Study II: An action uncertainty model for car following

The experimental part of Study II (Pekkanen et al., 2018) is essentially a replica-
tion of the Study I’s setting, but with more immersive virtual reality (VR) driving
simulator and real cars on a test track (see figure 9) and a larger and more diverse
sample of 40 participants (of which three could not finish the VR experiment due
to discomfort). Study II also introduces and validates a model (see section 4.3)
that proposes an explanation for why shorter THW situations demand more visual
attention. The model is implemented computationally and used to produce simu-
lated task performance to study how the experimentally found connection between
THW and OD can emerge from control of action uncertainty.

The analyses of Study II focus only on the occluded driving task, although
unoccluded trials were driven as well. This is partly for practical purposes, as the
article is quite lengthy as is, but more importantly because the instruction given
to the participants was slightly different. In this experiment drivers could not be
directed to drive at the limit of their capability due to safety issues when driving
with a real car, and were instead instructed to ”drive as they normally would” but
at the same time to take as few ”glances” as possible. Drivers likely don’t drive
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Figure 9: Participant view in the real car (top) and virtual reality (VR) simulator
(bottom) car following experiments with the occluder off (left) and on (right) in Study
II. The driving simulator is mostly the same as in Study I, but with some cosmetic
differences and slightly different leading vehicle behavior.

using full capacity while driving normally and thus variation in total capacity
allocated to the experimental task causes some difficult to measure variation in
the driving behavior.

A strong and seemingly linear relationship, as predicted by the interpretation
proposed in Study I, was found between participants’ median THWs and ODs (see
figure 10). Although the exact parameterization proposed earlier was statistically
ruled out in both experiments, it is still a reasonable approximation of the median
THW-OD connection. Also the covariation between instantaneous THWs and ODs
was replicated, although not as robustly: a positive Spearman correlation between
instantaneous THWs and ODs was found for 28 of the 40 participants in the real
car experiment (Binomial test p = 0.02) and for 31 of the 37 in the VR experiment
(p = 0.00004). The correlation was also weaker than in Study I, with real car
grand median 0.15 and VR grand median 0.19.

In addition to the THW and OD measures used in Study I, Study II also
addresses the acceleration behavior of the drivers, as it is required for calibrating
the developed model. The virtual reality simulator and real car experiments are
found to be in quite good agreement with each other for THW and OD, but
the acceleration behavior differs substantially and is not systematically related
between the VR and real car experiments (see figure 11). The reason for this is
not entirely clear, but is likely a combination of much more responsive vehicle and
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lack of somatosensory acceleration information in the simulator.
To understand how drivers control their speed during visual occlusion and

how they estimate when they have to remove the occlusion, Study II presents a
computational model (see section 4.3) that can conduct the car following task using
imperfect and controllably intermittent input, i.e. do essentially the same task that
the participants did in the experiment. The model assumes that drivers maintain
a cognitive representation of the task environment, namely own speed and speed
and distance relative to the leading vehicle, and selects acceleration actions based
on the estimate. These quantities can not be observed directly, but are estimated
from perceptual quantities, namely optical flow of the ground and size of the
visual projection of the leading car and its expansion or contraction. Observation
of these quantities is imperfect, i.e. corrupted with noise, which the driver takes
into account when using the observations to estimate the environment’s state.
The modeled driver also has some assumptions of how the world works: it knows
that speed causes change in position and acceleration change in speed over time,
assumes a statistical distribution of how the leading car accelerates on average and
knows approximately how its control actions affect the speed of its own vehicle.

Notably for the question of online versus representation-based control the
model acts based on the representation’s estimated state even when the input
is available, and thus omission of input does not require additional strategies. The
representation-based estimate is useful even when sensory information is available:
if the assumptions of the world’s functioning are correct enough, they lead to bet-
ter estimates and better control than using the noisy sensory input alone. When
input is missing, it becomes critical: with the internal representation the driver
can ”predict” with some accuracy how the scene evolves and base the control ac-
tions on this prediction. Furthermore, because the state estimate is probabilistic,
the driver knows how uncertainty in the estimate, and thus uncertainty in what
action to take, evolves and can use this uncertainty to decide when it needs more
sensory input to be confident enough in what action to take. This intermittent
sampling was implemented in the model as removing the occlusion for the 300
ms glance whenever uncertainty in the acceleration selection, operationalized as
standard deviation of the acceleration distribution, reached a threshold.

To compare the model’s behavior to the human participants the model was
calibrated against each participant’s data and simulated trials were generated using
the resulting parameterizations, separately for the real car and VR experiments.
Overall, the model can conduct the task with similar success as the human drivers:
in the simulated data trials end in a collision in approximately 1.1% of real car
and 0.8% of VR trials whereas for human drives the respective rates were 0% (95%
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classifies NSLR produced segments using a hidden Markov model (HMM), and is
named NSLR-HMM accordingly. The hidden Markov model includes statistical
assumptions about how often transitions between classes, e.g. how often a saccade
segment is followed by a fixation segment, and what features should be observed
for which oculomotor event, e.g. what is the speed distribution of saccade seg-
ments. These assumptions can be combined to compute the most likely sequence
of oculomotor events for a given measurement series.

The distributions for the features used in the model, namely speed of a seg-
ment and change in the movement direction, were estimated using an expert an-
notated eye-movement dataset by Andersson, Larsson, Holmqvist, Stridh, and
Nyström (2016). The expert annotation includes four oculomotor event classes –
saccades, fixations, smooth pursuits and post-saccadic oscillations (PSOs) – and
the data-driven estimation produces a four-class NSLR-HMM classifier. The re-
sulting method is the only current method to use all four classes and it compares
favorably against the ten algorithms benchmarked in Andersson et al. (2016) for
all classes except post-saccadic oscillations for which NSLR-HMM is the second
after a method specifically designed to detect PSOs (Larsson, Nyström, & Stridh,
2013).

Despite the competitive results, there are various ways that the NSLR-HMM-
method could be improved. The NSLR-HMM handles ”well-behaved” (i.e. ap-
proximately Gaussian) measurement noise well, but both the segmentation and
the oculomotor event classification are prone to make erroneous segmentations
and classifications due to outliers, which are quite common in especially mobile
eye-movement recordings, and tend to cause spurious saccade classifications (see
Supplementary figures S8-S9 in Pekkanen & Lappi, 2017). Much of the outlier-
problem can be remedied by simply omitting samples that the eye-tracking soft-
ware labels as low quality, which most packages do. This is especially simple for
NSLR-HMM as it does not assume a uniform sampling rate that is a common
assumption in especially denoising algorithms. However, a more elegant and likely
more efficient way would be to detect outliers during the segmented regression
estimation. This was done in an earlier version of the segmentation algorithm pre-
sented in Lappi, Pekkanen, and Itkonen (2013) and should be quite straightforward
to incorporate in NSLR.

The assumption that the oculomotor events are conditionally independent
given the model, i.e. they have the Markov-property, is a clear idealization of
how oculomotor events are presented in eye-movement signals, and is made largely
for mathematical simplicity and the following computational efficiency. In prac-
tice this means that information from past segments, apart from their classification,
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cannot be used as a classification feature. Perhaps most importantly this means
that the durations of the events cannot be used very effectively as a classification
feature (the Markov property implicitly assumes that the number of segments in
a given event is geometrically distributed). Many oculomotor event identification
methods assume for example a maximum duration for saccades or minimum du-
ration for fixations (see e.g. Andersson et al., 2016) to a good effect, but such
can not be used in the current NSLR-HMM formulation. This does sometimes
cause somewhat obvious misclassifications (see Supplementary figures S10-S11 in
Pekkanen & Lappi, 2017), which could be eliminated by using a more flexible,
but computationally more complex, state structure, such as a hidden semi-Markov
model (Yu, 2010).

5.4 Study IV: Predictive saccades for steering

The fourth study (Tuhkanen et al., under review) applies NSLR-HMM to examine
drivers’ sampling of targets while they steer in a curve, and what implications this
has for modeling the steering task. Empirical studies on drivers’ gaze behavior
and models trying to explain the gaze strategies are somewhat conflicting (for
review, see Lappi, 2014). The earliest eye tracking studies into driving reported
that during steering drivers hold their gaze relatively steady instead of exhibiting
prominent fixation-saccade-fixation patterns. Such behavior would imply that the
target of their gaze is at some ”travel point” that stays relatively constant in
visual projection, the most discussed such point being the tangent point – the
point on the visually projected road edge where the direction of curvature changes
(Kandil et al., 2009; M. Land & Lee, 1994; Wilson, Stephenson, Chattington, &
Marple-Horvat, 2007). Later studies, however, have shown robust evidence for so
called nystagmus-type eye-movement patterns, where eye makes slower tracking
movements interspersed with fast ”returning” saccade movements, such as what
occurs when watching nearby scenery from a side window of a moving train (Authié
& Mestre, 2011; Itkonen et al., 2015; Lappi & Lehtonen, 2013; Lappi, Pekkanen,
& Itkonen, 2013).

Perhaps the simplest explanation for the nystagmus-type eye-movement is that
it arises from drivers tracking waypoints, locations on or near the future path’s
surface that the driver is about to pass over (Lappi & Mole, 2018). There are
some conflicting reports on whether the data supports the waypoint interpreta-
tion of the nystagmus pattern: on-road studies have presented results compatible
with waypoint tracking (Itkonen et al., 2015; Lappi, Pekkanen, & Itkonen, 2013)
while nystagmus not seemingly compatible has been found in simulator (Authié &
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(a) (b)

Figure 16: Screenshots of the driving simulator settings of Study IV. (a) Example display
from Experiment 1 in which the road was presented with a texture designed to give
realistic-looking visual flow but no obvious gaze targets. (b) Example display from
Experiment 2 where the road was presented only as waypoints at regular intervals.

Mestre, 2011).
Experiment 1 of Study IV addresses this question using a driving simulator

where 15 participants negotiated successive 180◦ circular curves with texturing de-
signed to give a rich visual flow but no discrete target hints (figure 16(a)). The
data shows a clear nystagmus type eye-movement pattern compatible with way-
point tracking and in agreement with the earlier on-road study reports (Itkonen
et al., 2015; Lappi, Pekkanen, & Itkonen, 2013). Furthermore, the experiment
provides some quantitative characterizations of the gaze strategy:

• The median time headway to a waypoint when its starts to be tracked is
around 1.8 to 2.6 seconds, and this landing point time headway decreases
systematically when speed increases from 40 km/h to 66 km/h in the exper-
iment.

• A waypoint is tracked for approximately 0.4 seconds regardless of speed.

• Variation in the gaze behavior decreases with increase in speed: typical
within participant standard deviation of the landing point time headway
decreases from 0.4 seconds to 0.2 seconds in the experiment’s speed range of
40 km/h to 66 km/h.

These results are in line with previous results that gaze is most of the time placed
approximately 1–3 seconds ahead during steering (Lehtonen, Lappi, Koirikivi, &
Summala, 2014; Wilkie, Kountouriotis, Merat, & Wann, 2010), but the systematic
effect of speed to the time headway and variation in it has not been previously
reported.

Experiment 2 of the study probed the assumed waypoint gaze strategy directly
by presenting the road using only waypoints (figure 16(b)) with spacing and timing
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target can be predicted based on an internal representation of the scene.
It should be noted that Study IV studies gaze strategies during steering, not

steering strategies themselves. The literature usually quite strongly couples the
steering strategy with the gaze strategy by assuming for example that gaze targets
such as waypoints or the tangent point are also used as steering points, i.e. steer-
ing is done using (estimated) positions of these points. If this coupling is assumed,
the study’s results suggest that steering is done using waypoints. However, if the
coupling is loosened by for example an internal representation mediating between
vision and control, the data cannot directly differentiate between different steering
strategies: e.g. the steering mechanism could use an estimated location of the tan-
gent point, but estimate it using waypoints and vice versa (For further analysis of
steering points and gaze targets in curve driving, see Lappi (2014)). Some possible
combinations of gaze and steering strategies and how they could be mediated by
the action uncertainty mechanism are discussed in section 6.2.

6 Discussion

My main thesis is that in many naturalistic tasks overt attention allocation can
be explained as control of action uncertainty. The attentional demand of a task
depends on how uncertain the agent is about what action should be taken and
this uncertainty is controlled by observing aspects of the scene that reduce the
uncertainty. This builds on the quite established idea that attention is driven
by uncertainty about the environment’s state (Feldman & Friston, 2010; Johnson
et al., 2014; Senders et al., 1967), but the action uncertainty formulation further
constrains the idea by specifying that attentional relevance of an aspect of the
environment depends on how much its uncertainty contributes to uncertainty in
action selection.

For mathematical and computational modeling the proposal means that an
attention allocation mechanism can be added to existing control models if they are
augmented with a state estimation model and a model specifying how the agent can
reduce the action uncertainty. This thesis proposes that the state estimation can be
modeled with a formulation where noisy observations and statistical assumptions
of the environment’s dynamics are combined in Bayes optimal manner. Such
formulations are mathematically well understood and numerous approaches for
computationally implementing them have been developed (Särkkä, 2009). The
Bayesian approach also links such models to the predictive processing framework
of computational neuroscience (Clark, 2016; Knill & Pouget, 2004).
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In this thesis a model based on this approach was specified and computationally
implemented for a car following task. Car following, explored in studies I and II,
is quite an ideal task for formal modeling: drivers’ car following behavior has
been a subject of mathematical modeling for decades, the environment can be
reduced to few one-dimensional variables and a plausible visual perception model
for these variables is relatively simple to formulate. Importantly, the perception of
the relevant variables of the leading vehicle, namely relative distance and speed, is
largely ”all or nothing” and the typical gaze strategy for observing this information
is to just fixate at or near the leading vehicle. Because of this, the attention
allocation can be reasonably modeled as the driver having either full vision to the
leading vehicle or none at all, which is simple to operationalize and manipulate
experimentally using visual occlusion.

Study II made use of these features of the car following task and the pro-
posed modeling approach to mathematically and computationally model control
and attention allocation in a car following task. The driving and attention allo-
cation performance was found to be similar to human drivers and the connection
between time headway and visual attention found in Study I were replicated by
the model. Notably the model does not include any explicit mechanism for the
time headway and attentional demand connection; this emerges from the action
uncertainty control process, which gives some empirical support for the action
uncertainty hypothesis of attention allocation.

6.1 Implications for traffic psychology

The main perspective in this text is action control and attention allocation in
general non-task-specific perspective and the task of driving is mostly discussed
as an experimental environment to study these mechanisms. However, as the ex-
perimental design and model development is grounded on the traffic psychological
theory, the results have some implications to this field as well.

The most concrete link is to the task-capability interface theory (Fuller, 2005)
which posits the task-difficulty homeostasis process that is interpreted to be behind
the time headway and occlusion duration connection shown in Study I. The results
of Study I also provide a tentative operationalization for the task-demand brought,
and thus capability demanded, by the subtask of keeping a proper distance to
the leading car: inverse of seconds where the seconds count occlusion time and
time headway. In the context of car following time headway is to the leading
car, but it could be possible to expand the operationalization other time headway
measures, such as time to line crossing in steering (Godthelp et al., 1984). The task-
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capability is manipulated using an occluder and the operationalization of inverse
of seconds is quite specific to such a manipulation, but it could be interesting to
experimentally study if more naturalistic distractions could be operationalized as
”occlusion second equivalents”.

Study II and the action uncertainty control proposal suggest that mechanis-
tically the task-difficulty homeostasis could arise from ”action uncertainty home-
ostasis”. In such interpretation the driver’s capability would be related to the
robustness of their action strategies, ability to predict the environment’s dynam-
ics and precision of their sensory observation. The task-demand in turn would be
related to aspects that challenge these capabilities, such as hard to predict vehicle
dynamics (due to e.g. slippery road conditions), erratic other road users and bad
visibility. The model proposed in this thesis directly predicts that manipulating
such factors should result in more attentional requirements to the task, and this
prediction should be put to empirical test in future work.

Finally, the model’s use of prediction provides a possible formalization of ex-
pectancies that are central in the Zero Risk Theory (Näätänen & Summala, 1974).
The action uncertainty threshold mechanism could also present a solution for the
ZRT’s seemingly paradoxical ”risk monitoring problem” where the driver has to be
able to know when a situation is (too) risky but without continuously estimating
risk.

6.2 Action uncertainty in other natural tasks

Of course, not many real world tasks share the modeling friendly properties of the
car following task. As discussed earlier in section 2.2, in most tasks intermittency
in the sensory input is not total, but especially in visual modality various aspects of
the sensory signal are degraded to different degrees for the scene outside the fovea.
To operate with such sensors the attention allocation mechanism must know not
just when sensory information is needed, but also where in the scene information
should be sampled from. Thus, to generalize the action uncertainty control model
to include visual target locations in addition to timing, the agent needs a more
sophisticated mechanism to estimate where in the scene it can acquire information
to reduce action uncertainty.

Study IV addressed the task of steering, in which this problem of where and
when to land the gaze is crucial, and studied the targets and timings of eye move-
ments at fine-grained level needed to identify potential mechanisms. Data from
Study IV and previous experiments (Itkonen et al., 2015; Lappi, Pekkanen, &
Itkonen, 2013) show that during steering drivers’ gaze is not still at the scene, but
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seems to actively select gaze targets from up the road and follow these for some
time as they come closer, after which a new target is selected and the pattern
gets repeated. While the evidence is robust that such pattern is used – it was
observed for every driver measured in the aforementioned experiments – it is not
well understood why human drivers systematically use such strategy.

Wann and Swapp (2000) mathematically show that with textured ground plane
this strategy produces a visual flow pattern in the retinal projection that could
be directly used to control the steering angle. However, this explanation does
not suffice for previous studies where drivers can steer even when such pattern is
not available at all due to eye not tracking surface points when participants are
instructed to fixate the tangent point (Itkonen et al., 2015; Kandil et al., 2009;
Mars, 2008). The explanation is also quite implausible for the experiment 2 of
Study IV where the flow pattern is very weak to nonexistant due to the visual
representation of the scene.

Lappi and Mole (2018) propose that drivers use an internal representation
comprising waypoints, i.e. points that the driver wants to pass over. To build
the representation the drivers fixate (new) locations up the road to append new
waypoints into their short term memory representation using the gaze orientation
itself, put in the article as ”Where I look now is a new added constraint for the
desired path”. This explanation is consistent with the results of Study IV, but does
not account for the aforementioned studies where drivers steer successfully while
fixating the tangent point, and thus are not making eye movements to facilitate
encoding of new waypoints.

Both of these explanations tightly couple gaze placement with control strategy,
perhaps due to the influence of the ecological view, and due to this coupling their
explanations do not extend to cases where the gaze behavior and/or the visual
presentation of the environment is altered. If these tight couplings are to be held
drivers would have to have different, unique control strategies for the different gaze
strategies and visual representations of the road. Although not impossible, this
seems implausible as some of the experimental settings involve gaze strategies and
visual representations that are quite far removed from the naturalistic environment
and thus behavior and the required strategies would have to be quite specific to
artificial settings.

With an action uncertainty formulation different gaze strategy does not ne-
cessitate a different control strategy: any gaze strategy that maintains sufficient
accuracy of the internal representation can facilitate successful steering. For exam-
ple, the waypoint based hypothesis of Lappi and Mole (2018) could be formulated
to add waypoints to the representation by predicting potential future waypoints
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and evaluate the predictions using perception, analogously to how the leading ve-
hicle’s position and speed is predicted and evaluated in the Study II’s car following
model. However, a more sophisticated perceptual model must be included to sim-
ulate peripheral observation of the (putative) waypoints to explain how steering
can be conducted with gaze strategies where waypoints are not targeted with sac-
cades. Furthermore, the action uncertainty account predicts that while drivers
can drive with various gaze strategies, in the absence of restrictions like experi-
mental instruction, they adopt the waypoint tracking strategy because it leads to
more, ideally optimal, certainty in the (steering) action selection. This prediction
can be used to constrain model development, but more importantly to empirically
examine the proposal.

Generalizing further, the control model or the representation does not have to
be necessarily based on points at all, but for example represent the road ahead
as a continuous geometric shape or boundary constraints, such as used in some
engineering models (see e.g. Paden, Cap, Yong, Yershov, & Frazzoli, 2016), yet the
gaze could well fixate and track positions on the road if such strategy keeps the
action uncertainty at bay. This modeling flexibility could be also used to include
physiologically plausible visual sampling mechanisms to more general tasks, for
example combined steering and speed control, which are currently discussed mostly
separately in psychological modeling, but perforce handled in a unified manner in
robotics and autonomous vehicles.

However, no such concrete unified model exists at the moment, and mathemat-
ically formulating all the needed components in a physiologically and cognitively
plausible manner is not a trivial undertaking. The empirical case for action un-
certainty based attention allocation for the steering task and beyond thus remains
to be made, but hopefully the theoretical and methodological groundwork of this
thesis along with the empirical constraints provided by work such as in Study IV
will aid in further development formal mathematical and computational models
for empirical testing.

The future empirical work should also explicitly test the action uncertainty hy-
pothesis of attention allocation against external state uncertainty models. Some
hypotheses derived from the action uncertainty hypothesis were presented in the
previous section, but perhaps more straightforward approach would be to have
participants operate in same environment with different amount of control de-
mand. Such kinds of studies have been lately conducted especially in connection
to advanced driver-assistance systems and monitoring of self-driving and a general
observation is reduced control demands lead to less attention allocation to the
driving task (de Winter, Happee, Martens, & Stanton, 2014) and more specifically
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gaze typically is concentrated further up the road when steering is automated
(Mars & Navarro, 2012; Navarro, François, & Mars, 2016). These observations are
at least qualitatively consistent with the action uncertainty hypothesis, whereas
at least naive external state uncertainty account fails to explain why the atten-
tion allocation changes with different control demands. However, for quantitative
analysis actual specified models based on the different hypotheses should be eval-
uated on same data, preferably gathered from experiments purposefully designed
to differentiate between these approaches.

6.3 Action uncertainty and reconciliation of the represen-
tational the ecological views

The model presented in Study II and the approach proposed for modeling more
complex attention allocation mechanisms discussed in the previous section are
explicitly based on an internal representation of the environment. This puts the
proposals on the representation-based side of the theoretical debate of online versus
representation-based control discussed in section 2.1.

Zhao and Warren (2015) in their review of the online versus representation-
based control debate conclude that the two approaches should be empirically tested
with fully specified models handling missing sensory input. Study II does this
very test for a fully specified representation-based model in the car following task
and shows that the model drives and samples information comparably to humans
when based on a probabilistic internal model and an action uncertainty control
mechanism. This provides a concrete empirical challenge for the online-control side
of the debate to specify how the observed behavior can be explained, preferably in
a more parsimonious manner, using presumably multiple task-specific heuristics
and exception handling mechanisms of strong online control.

However, outside the strict dichotomy, the action uncertainty approach has
some overlap with the ecological view usually associated with online control. Specif-
ically, action uncertainty control agrees with the core tenet of the ecological view
that ”perception and the coordination of movement are not distinct achievements
and that they their study ought not constitute separate endeavors” (Michaels &
Beek, 1995). But instead of trying to directly connect perception and coordination
of movement, an action uncertainty formulation can model these separately, yet
rigorously explain how perception serves to facilitate action by reducing action
uncertainty and how actions are used to orient the sensors so that perception can
efficiently fulfill this purpose.

As currently discussed in this thesis, the action policy is assumed to be given
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and it is assumed to only handle the coordination of movement for the sake of
some external goal, e.g. not to crash into the leading vehicle or stay on the
road while steering, and the overt attention allocation is modeled as a separate
mechanism, such as controlling a blinder in Study II or moving the eyes in the
previous section’s discussion. However, in reality such distinction is unlikely to
exist and keeping the action uncertainty at bay, by orienting the senses or altering
how the task is conducted, are integrated into an ”unified action policy”. A simple
example of such mechanism can be seen in the result of Study II: in addition to
drivers sampling the leading vehicle visually presumably when action uncertainty
reaches a threshold, they also conduct the task differently by leaving a longer time
headway in response to the occluder, which in itself lowers action uncertainty. In
more complicated tasks humans can perform quite elaborate maneuvers just to
observe the scene better, from leaning to the side to peek around a corner to
taking a kinematically suboptimal driving line to get a better view of the curve
ahead (Crundall, Crundall, & Stedmon, 2012).

So, while separating the observation and action coordination is a simplifying
approach to build reasonable approximations of human control of action especially
in simpler tasks, more realistic and generalizable modeling will need to specify
control mechanisms where perception and action are handled in a fundamentally
unified manner.

7 Conclusions

Studies I and II show that drivers can successfully follow another vehicle with
highly intermittent view to the leading vehicle. Time headway and intermittency
of visual input were found to be strongly and robustly connected during car fol-
lowing. This is in line with previously hypothesized car following models that
incorporate the Task-Difficulty Homeostasis mechanism from traffic psychology.
The experimental data was used to estimate a quantitative parameterization for
increase in time headway in response to visual distraction. This provides an ex-
perimentally validated concrete link between the traditionally qualitatively stated
Task-Difficulty Homeostasis and mathematically specified traffic engineering mod-
els.

Study II explains and computationally models the connections between time
headway and visual distraction as emerging from drivers using an action uncer-
tainty mechanism, i.e. that drivers attend the scene in order to be confident in what
action to take. The model’s behavior exhibits driving performance and attention
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sharing comparable to human drivers. The model and the proposed action uncer-
tainty mechanism are based on the assumption that humans use an internal cogni-
tive representation of the environment for locomotor control and attention alloca-
tion. Such formulation exhibiting human-like behavior shows that representation-
based approaches for explaining human control of action and allocation of attention
provide a viable alternative to explanations based on representation-free online
control.

Study III presents an eye-movement signal analysis method designed especially
for challenging eye tracking conditions that include relatively high levels of mea-
surement noise and complex eye movement patterns, such as mobile recordings of
tasks with complicated gaze target motion. In benchmarks with multiple datasets
the method attains state-of-the-art performance in denoising and oculomotor event
identification, and it is applied in Study IV to analyze eye-movements during steer-
ing. The method uses segmented regression to simultaneously denoise and segment
the signal and performs classifications for the segments. This differs from the tradi-
tional approach of segmenting after prefiltering and per-sample classification which
can be advantageous for classification performance especially with high levels of
noise.

Study IV shows that humans can steer successfully when the path is visually
presented only as discrete waypoints, and they look at such points where they
are expected even when the points are not displayed. This is difficult to explain
using online gaze control strategies and poses a challenge for steering models that
tightly couple gaze patterns and control strategies. In contrast, such behavior
is consistent with gaze control based on internal representation of the environ-
ment, although no fully specified model of such a control strategy currently exists.
The action uncertainty formulation presented in this thesis is one possible ap-
proach to rigorously model how humans use gaze patterns to sample information
in representation-based control.

The results of Study I and II are quite directly applicable for traffic microsim-
ulation and traffic level effects arising from driver distraction should be studied
based on the estimated relationships between time headway and attention alloca-
tion. The model of Study II shows promise for deeper understanding of perceptual
and attentional demands of different traffic situations, which could be used in
for example designing intelligent driving assistance systems and to increase under-
standing of how problems in perception and attention allocation lead to accidents.

Although the task under study is driving, the focus of the dissertation is in
understanding the basic mechanisms of attention allocation and active perceptual
sampling in natural locomotor tasks in general. The theoretical proposals, espe-
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cially the action uncertainty approach, are based on general principles and offer
new perspectives on how perception and attention are connected to action and
how this can be formulated in rigorous computational models.
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